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Tuesday, September 19 of 2017

The cycles of the planet are changing more quickly each day.

The purification of the Earth, children, no longer waits for the maturity of humankind, and those
who must serve the planet in this time must liberate themselves from their past, from what was
binding them and holding them to an uncertain destiny.

Those who do not need to live the school of the end of times will no longer be here, because their
learning is another.

Today I will ask you to trust in the Plan that God has for humanity.

May you trust in the steps that the Messengers of God make you walk. Trust in the path that We
have pointed out to you, because in this time, the surrender and the absolute obedience to the Plan
of God will count.

In this time, a total surrender to the Heart of the Father will count, because one false step could
make you lose all of your evolution, in Heaven as well as on Earth.

I ask that you not be afraid to live the times that will come, that you be strong in God, that you be
firm, because there is nothing to fear in establishing a new life. There is nothing to fear in
establishing a new world if you are in God and trust in Him, and above all, obey His Designs and
follow His Steps.

The Creator has His eyes upon the world, upon each one of His children.

His Heart accompanies you at each step, so that you do not weaken and do not lose yourselves in
the illusions of this world and in the astuteness of His enemy.

The effort of humanity will count. Your will to transform and to surrender to God, children, will
count, when you place all human will and all wants within the Divine Will so that you may be
bearers of a Higher Purpose in this world.

Each day marks a new cycle, a new opportunity to mature and to grow in spirit.

Each day brings you a new Grace, that sometimes presents itself as a difficult test, as a challenge, as
an invitation to go beyond yourselves.

If you accept the obstacles of this world as a great opportunity to surpass yourselves, of remaining
in obedience to the Divine, of following God with all of your heart, I assure you that Heaven and
Earth can pass and your spirits will remain in Him Who is Eternal.

It is time to lose the fear of being on Earth; replace it with the spiritual joy of serving God in the
small things, of being a bearer of His Presence every day, in your families, in your homes, in your
jobs, in your lives.
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I have already told you many times that you do not need to go far to serve, because service is in
everything, and all can be those who need to be served to live love and redemption.

More and more each day, children, this world is in need of instruments of God.

More and more each day the hearts of humankind are lost and cannot find themselves, cannot find a
meaning in life, a reason for human existence, and ask themselves what they were created for.

Take this answer to humanity with your actions; take this answer with a pure heart, which knows
that the reason for this life does not come from this world; it comes from the One Heart, truly Holy,
which in order to surpass His own Love, manifested in the hearts of those who did not know how to
love.

See, children, it is God who surpasses Himself within you everyday.

It is God that invites you to do a little more. Not for Him, but for evolution, for the whole, for a life
that today is incomprehensible to you, because it is unknown to you.

Your minds are still very small and your hearts do not know their own greatness; that is why
everything seems to be so complicated, so difficult or so distant.

But today I tell you that the one who seeks, even though not comprehending, even though not
understanding, without being able to explain, will find and know the Mysteries of Universal Life.

They will know that all theories are to be found alive in the simple and true things that the human
heart can express.

They will know that all the Portals of the Cosmos, which are described in the highest philosophies
of this world, in truth only open up when the heart is simple and is pure before God.

Therefore, children, do seek knowledge and wisdom, but do not stop there, because in this time, it is
better to cultivate the purity, the simplicity and the Truth in God.

A heart is of far greater value that goes beyond itself for the love of another, with patience and with
understanding towards fellow beings, than the one who knows all the philosophies and knows all
languages.

Much more valuable is a heart that surpasses itself for the love of another, with patience and with
understanding towards the other, than the one who knows all the philosophies and knows all the
languages.

Today I want to lead you to the simplicity of the heart; a simplicity that elevates you, in spite of
demonstrating to you that it is not distant. A simplicity that elevates you from the inside out and not
form the outside in.

I come to remove you from the abysses, from the despairs and from the emotions, so that you may
find in the heart the harbor of equilibrium, and in that way, you understand the essence of life that is
kept in simple things, in the simple and true acts of patience, of service, of love.

With My Words, let yourselves be liberated from that which causes you anguish, let your deepest
wounds be healed, that day by day open through incomprehension and for not being able to come
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out of the point in which you find yourself.

Let My Heart show Itself to your eyes, to your souls and to your spirits, and tell them that It too was
in a human body, that It too felt the sorrow and the difficulties of the Earth, that It too had to go
beyond Itself with great effort, but that today It is here, before the Doors of Heaven, because It said
yes to the humility and simplicity that come from God.

Let that Heart be mirrored in yours, and awaken within you Its resemblance, not with Me, but with
That which I represent in coming to Earth; That which is behind My Consciousness, That which
sends Me to the world.

May your hearts be reflected in the Heart of God and just as I, today, Am a reflection of that Holy
Heart for humanity, may you, children, also be.

I come to the world with very simple words, with simple gestures that are full of God; and this is
what God aspires that you live in this time, because there is no other way to  surpass the end of
times, so feared by humanity.

It does not help to hide from the world, nor from yourselves, nor from God; because those who still
remain on Earth must live what is theirs to live. Live it in a simple way, full of confidence, of faith,
and of hope that when you are in God, His Plan is fulfilled.

You still have much to learn on this Earth. This school does not end now for many of you.

Therefore, children, lift your eyes Above, and let your gaze find The One who tirelessly observes
you, The One who has His Eyes placed upon humanity day and night.

Let your gaze find the Gaze of the Father, Who created you to be perfect, in Love and in humility.

And thus, even though you do not perceive it, that you do not feel it, and do not find that perfection
within you, it will be there, and everything will be fulfilled.

That is what I have to say to you. It is that way that I come to rescue you, elevate and heal you, so
that you place your feet on the path of redemption and never remove them from there, until
everything is consummated.

With My Words, with My Presence, I bless you.

In the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Amen.


